K^+^ channels have many timing and control functions throughout the body, especially in the nervous system and heart. These vital functions are made possible by several types of "gates" that govern ion flow through the channels ([@bib58]). K~V~ channels (K^+^ selective, voltage activated), exemplified by *Drosophila melanogaster* Shaker channels, are homotetramers, with each subunit containing six transmembrane helices (TMS1--TMS6); they have an internally located gate (here called the V-gate) formed by the convergence of the S6 transmembrane helices, with one from each of the four subunits. Each of the four TMS6 helices is in turn controlled by a positively charged TMS4 segment, and all four TMS4 segments activate by moving outward to open the V-gate. Other gates are found in both naturally occurring and engineered K~V~ channels. Some channels spontaneously inactivate after conducting for a time after depolarization; conduction ceases even though membrane potential (V~m~) is held constant. Of the two well-recognized forms of inactivation in K~V~ channels, N-type and C-type ([@bib20]), N-type inactivation, especially that in the ShB channel---an alternatively spliced variant of the Shaker channel ([@bib55])---is particularly well understood ([@bib15], [@bib16]). N-type inactivation is conferred by a "ball and chain" mechanism, which blocks ion conduction, often in a matter of milliseconds: the N terminus of any one of the four subunits (or, in other channels, a moiety of a β subunit \[[@bib43]\], an auxiliary subunit) diffuses in through the open V-gate to a site in the vestibule (or cavity) and blocks conduction ([@bib15]; [@bib28]; [@bib62]). Removal of this "N-gate" enzymatically or genetically makes C-type inactivation more readily visible ([@bib16]; [@bib20]). With a few notable exceptions ([@bib51]; [@bib52]), C-type inactivation is slow. Experimentally, it is associated with alterations of the channel's extracellular mouth ([@bib59]; [@bib23]), with probable cooperativity between subunits ([@bib35]; [@bib38]; [@bib21]). Both N-type and C-type inactivation usually occur after activation ([@bib60]; [@bib15], [@bib16]), but for C-type inactivation, the mechanisms that translate TMS4 movement or V-gate opening to inactivation remain largely obscure. The two questions considered in this Viewpoint are: (1) how does C-type inactivation in voltage-gated K~V~ channels alter the outer mouth of the pore; and (2) how is the V-gate or the TMS4 segments that control it related to C-type inactivation. For a review of many aspects of inactivation of K~V~ channels, see [@bib20]. Here we put forward a new mechanistic hypothesis of C-type inactivation: pore dilation, not pore constriction, causes C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels.

Functional importance of inactivation of K~V~ channels
======================================================

Inactivation gating of K^+^ channels provides a form of short-term memory. It can modulate the firing patterns of neurons on the time scale of seconds ([@bib2]; [@bib45]), which is potentially useful in ways too numerous to count. Impaired inactivation may lead to a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders ([@bib1]). The clearest use of C-type inactivation is in human ERG (HERG or K~V~11) channels in cardiac ventricular cells ([@bib18]). These channels inactivate rapidly on depolarization ([@bib49]; [@bib51]) and perform their main function during repolarization from the plateau of the action potential: they pull V~m~ back to the resting potential and hold it there, thus preventing arrhythmias, until their V-gates slowly close ([@bib33]; [@bib47]).

Residue numbering
=================

Most of the biophysical and mutational studies cited here have been performed on ShB channels ([@bib55]). Crystallization and x-ray analysis, on the other hand, has been performed on a chimeric channel, K~v~1.2-2.1 (Protein Data Bank accession no. [2R9R](2R9R)) ([@bib25]), of almost identical sequence in the regions involved in activation and inactivation. Here we use ShB experiments and residue numbering for biophysical experiments, expressed with italic font, e.g., *Y445* for ShB tyrosine 445. For structural illustrations, we use K~v~1.2-2.1 numbering with regular font for residues and number, e.g., Y373, which corresponds to *Y445* in ShB (and will be referred to as Y373/*Y445*, or *Y445*\\Y373 when mutations on ShB are the subject). Correspondence between some important residues is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Postulated occupancy states of the selectivity filter, shown in a section through the pore. (A) Conducting states. Two K^+^ ions complexed with carbonyl oxygens are thought to be in the filter at any instant, in sites 2 and 4, or sites 1 and 3. Occupancy of sites 2 and 4 is more probable at resting V~m~. When the gate opens, I~K~ is normally outward, and occupancy oscillates between sites 4,2 and 3,1. This oscillation is driven by voltage, and outward movement of the ion shown in the vestibule, which sheds its watery coat and enters site 4. The ion in site 1 is driven to the site shown just external to the filter as it rehydrates. The numbering of the amino acid residues in the filter in and just above the filter of 2R9R (left) and ShB (right) are shown. (B) Postulate of a C-type inactivated channel: the outermost site 1 of the selectivity filter dilates and cannot effectively complex a K^+^ ion, and thus cannot accept an ion moving outward from site 2. A hydrated Na^+^ ion may be present in site 1, as shown. (C) Dilated state in the complete absence of K^+^ ions. The selectivity filter dilates from top to bottom when close-fitting K^+^ ions are not present and the carbonyl oxygens of the filter mutually repel. This allows partially hydrated Na^+^ and other large cations to permeate. (D) Defunct state. The selectivity filter is hopelessly denatured by carbonyl--carbonyl repulsion. Ion permeation is not possible. Structural details of the defunct state are unknown.](JGP_201210888_Fig1){#fig1}

What is the final event in C-type inactivation?
===============================================

A chain of events that begins with depolarization leads to C-type inactivation; we first consider the final event in the chain. Well before the atomic structure of a K^+^ channel was elucidated by crystallization, [@bib59] explored the idea that this event consisted of a constriction near the pore mouth. They replaced the threonine residue at position *449* in ShB with a cysteine (*T449C*; see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Cd^2+^ in the external medium promoted C-type inactivation in this mutant with a potency that suggested (but did not prove) binding to more than one and perhaps to all four of the cysteines (one in each subunit). The crystal structure of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera shows that these four residues (V377/*T449*) are 15 Å apart, and it seems unlikely that the proximity required for multiple binding of Cd^2+^, ∼4 Å ([@bib29]), can be achieved without a very large (and, we think, somewhat improbable) rearrangement. Although ample evidence shows that changes in the reactivity of engineered cysteines at the external mouth of the pore accompany C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels ([@bib59]; [@bib23]; [@bib48]; [@bib21]), there is no direct proof that these changes depend on pore mouth constriction.

With regard to the pore constriction hypothesis of [@bib59], crystal structures of the bacterial channel, KcsA, have been investigated ([@bib10]). These channels are largely voltage independent and thus lack a key feature of C-type inactivation in voltage-gated eukaryotic K^+^ channels. Nevertheless, currents through KcsA, activated by changes in pH, decline with time ([@bib8]), and this gating behavior may involve structural changes similar to those in C-type inactivation of voltage-gated K~V~ channels. To explore this possibility, [@bib10] crystalized a truncated KcsA construct 25 times in identical conditions. Of the 25 trials, 15 are reported and all 15 are somewhat different according to the metric presented. The general structure selected as "open-inactivated" was seen in 4 out of the 25 total trials. Its main characteristics are: (a) a drastic change in K^+^ occupancy of the selectivity filter with probable rearrangement of the carbonyl groups, which are not resolved; (b) a 2-Å pinch at the position of Gly77, equivalent to G372/*G444* (see [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); and (c) a considerable dilation of the selectivity filter at position S3 (see [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Any of these three changes could render the channel nonconducting. Based, presumably, on the hypothesis of [@bib59], [@bib10] highlight the pinch at Gly77 in KcsA as a structural model of inactivation of KcsA as well as for C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels. As noted, the pore constriction postulate of [@bib59], put forth before the crystallographic atomic structures were available, would require a very large rearrangement of the channel's outer mouth. [@bib10] did not observe a large change in the outer mouth, casting doubts on whether these KcsA structures are directly relevant to the work of [@bib59]. [@bib63] also saw a pinch at Gly77 in KcsA, in a crystal formed in low K^+^, which, they speculated, might be nonconducting. However, the functional state in this case also remains unresolved. KcsA crystals formed or soaked in Cd^2+^, which would facilitate C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels, also failed to show a large constriction: the diagonal and adjacent separation of the Cd^2+^ ions were 16.5 and 11.7 Å, respectively ([@bib41]), versus ∼4 Å required for a Cd^2+^ bridge. Spin labels attached to KcsA residue Y82C suggested a relatively small constriction, but the cysteines of residue 82 remained too far apart to form a Cd^2+^ bridge. These experiments illustrate the difficulty inherent in assigning a functional state to crystallized channels, or to channels in the conditions required for a spin label experiment. In our opinion, the crystallization and spin label experiments thus far have failed to yield compelling evidence for the constriction hypothesis of C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels.

Another possibility is that C-type inactivation in fact results from a small dilation of the outermost site in the selectivity filter, destroying the site's ability to selectively complex and conduct K^+^ ions. We favor this possibility, based on substantial literature regarding the antagonistic effect of K^+^ on C-type inactivation, which is an almost defining characteristic ([@bib27]; [@bib5], [@bib6]). K^+^ and its absence, however, have other effects on the K^+^ channel, some of which may be confused with C-type inactivation. For clarification, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is an outline cartoon of our ideas, with details given later in the text. The two left cartoons are of the K~V~ selectivity filter in physiological K^+^-containing ionic solutions and show the conducting state ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), with K^+^ ions at sites 4 and 2 (4--2 state; left), and 3 and 1 (3--1 state; right) of the selectivity filter ([@bib63]). The 4--2 state is probably preferred at resting V~m~, whereas during conduction, there is alternation between the 3--1 and the 4--2 state. [Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is our postulate of the C-type inactivated state, where the outer site of the filter is dilated and unable to complex a K^+^ ion. [Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is a dilated state of the entire filter that occurs transiently after the complete removal of K^+^ inside and out. In this condition, there is substantial permeability to Na^+^ ([@bib53], [@bib54]; [@bib19]; [@bib34]), and two partially hydrated Na^+^ ions are shown in the dilated filter. The Na^+^ permeability can be blocked by 1 mM or less internal K^+^ ([@bib53]; [@bib19]), by filling---we postulate---the inner filter sites with their preferred cation, K^+^. If the period in K^+^-free solutions is prolonged (greater or equal to ∼200 s), the channels enter a slowly reversible nonconducting state ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) in which gating charge movement is abnormal ([@bib36]). Crystal structures of the bacterial voltage-independent K^+^ channel KcsA in low K^+^ ([@bib63]) suggest the possible structural details of this denatured or "defunct" state ([@bib30]), which are otherwise unknown.

Normal K^+^ binding by the selectivity filter
=============================================

The extracellular mouth of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera ([@bib25]) is shown in [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The outermost K^+^ ion in the filter is tightly complexed to site 1: the four carbonyls of Y373/*Y445* and the four carbonyls of G372/*G444* just below. Several residues important in C-type inactivation are also labeled and will be discussed. The three circles highlight three close contacts relevant to C-type inactivation: a white closed circle between V377/*T449* and Y373/*Y445*, a gray closed circle between W362/*W434* and Y373/*Y445*, and a yellow open circle representing a hydrogen bond between W362/*W434* and D375/*D447*.

![Structural arrangements of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera (2R9R) near the pore. (A) The outermost K^+^ ion in site 1 (S1) of the filter is tightly complexed to the four carbonyls of Y373 (*Y445*) (Y) and the four carbonyls of G372 (*G444*) (G), just below. Several residues important in C-type inactivation are labeled. The carbon atoms of these residues are rendered with different colors for clarity: gray, G372 (*Y444*) in ShB; cyan, Y373 (*Y445*); orange, D375 (*D447*); yellow, V377 (*T449*); green, W362 (*W434*). Y373 (*Y445*) and G372 (*G444*) from all four subunits are shown, but only one set of D375 (*D447*), W362 (*W434*), and V377 (*T449*) is shown as spheres. D375/*447* and W362/*434* residues shown are from one subunit, whereas V377 (*T449*) is from an adjacent subunit. The circles mark three of the close contacts postulated to be important for C-type inactivation (see text). Prepared using MacPyMol (version 0.99). (B) A "temperature" map of a section obtained from the B-factor values along the pore axis of 2R9R. Dark blue marks regions of high stability, ranging through light blue, yellow, orange, and red as stability decreases progressively away from the selectivity filter. Prepared using RasMol.](JGP_201210888_Fig2){#fig2}

Efficient conduction of K^+^ ions requires that they face no large energy barrier (or deep well) as they move from water to the selectivity filter on one side, and back to water on the other side. In water, they are tightly bound to surrounding dipolar water molecules with a total free energy of ∼73 kCal/mol (∼306 kJ/mole) ([@bib44]), which approximates the strength of a covalent bond. To achieve a free energy this low in the filter, a dehydrated K^+^ ion must complex to surrounding carbonyls ([@bib7]; [@bib32]). Significantly, carbonyl groups have a higher dipole moment than water molecules (∼2.7 D in many aldehydes and ketones vs. 1.85 D for water) and thus bind to K^+^ more tightly than water does. This additional component of binding energy may be necessary to compensate for the relatively low dielectric constant of the channel and its surrounding membrane. The main function of the selectivity filter is to exclude Na^+^, which is present at high concentration in the extracellular medium and would flood inward, particularly at negative V~m~, were it not excluded. The carbonyls of the filter are too far apart to complex a Na^+^ ion (0.95 Å in radius vs. 1.33 Å for K^+^) effectively and thus face a high energy barrier to entry.

[Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} is a slice along the pore axis, with the selectivity filter at top, the vestibule or cavity below, and the open V-gate at bottom. The colors reflect the thermal motions of the atoms inferred from the B-factor information of the crystal structure, with dark blue representing a region of high stability and very restricted thermal motion (root-mean-square deviation of 0.56 Å), ranging to orange and red (root-mean-square deviation of 1.1 Å) for very labile. The most stable region is the selectivity filter. Undoubtedly, a major factor in its stability is the induced fit forced by the tight binding of K^+^ ions. A similar temperature map of the KcsA channel in 200 mM K^+^ shows comparable relative stability, whereas the filter in 3 mM K^+^ is much more labile ([@bib63]), underscoring the importance of K^+^ ions in stabilizing the filter structure. Destabilization of the K^+^ channel was originally shown in squid axon: the combination of K^+^-free intracellular and extracellular solutions together led to a loss of K^+^ conductance for the lifetime of the axon ([@bib9]; [@bib3]). [@bib3] hypothesized that on withdrawal of K^+^, the (postulated) carbonyls of the filter, which normally complex K^+^, repel each other in its absence and destabilize the filter. Experiments with Shaker channels show a similar but slowly reversible loss of K^+^ conductance ([@bib13]; [@bib30]). Remarkably, when the channel's V-gate is held closed by keeping V~m~ at −80 mV during zero K^+^ exposure (no depolarizing pulses), the K^+^ conductance is preserved for at least 10 min ([@bib13]). Depolarization facilitates loss of K^+^ from the selectivity filter by opening the V-gate, and ∼40% of the conductance is lost with each depolarizing pulse. These results clearly demonstrate the stable binding of K^+^ in the filter when the V-gate is closed, as well as the necessity for K^+^ to maintain the filter structure.

K^+^ and C-type inactivation
============================

External K^+^ has a marked effect on the C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels ([@bib39]; [@bib27]; [@bib5]; [@bib53]). Increases in extracellular K^+^ concentration (\[K^+^\]~o~) slow C-type inactivation with an apparent affinity of a few millimolar ([@bib6]), a physiologically relevant concentration, and accelerate ionic current recovery from C-type inactivation at hyperpolarized potentials ([@bib22]; [@bib53], [@bib54]). Thus, elevations in \[K^+^\]~o~, after a burst of action potentials, have the potential to alter neuronal excitability by affecting C-type inactivation ([@bib39]; [@bib5], [@bib6]). Further, rises in \[K^+^\]~o~ can, paradoxically, increase currents through some ShB mutants despite the reduction in driving force for K^+^ ([@bib39]). In this case, many channels seem to be in the C-type inactivated state even at the resting V~m~ when in low \[K^+^\]~o~; higher \[K^+^\]~o~ increases the conducting fraction. When extracellular \[K^+^\]~o~ is replaced with nonpermeant ions, C-type inactivation is accelerated ([@bib27]; [@bib5], [@bib6]; [@bib53]; [@bib19]). Similar acceleration of C-type inactivation is observed when the supply of K^+^ ions from the inside is curtailed, either by lowering the intracellular K^+^ concentration (\[K^+^\]~i~) or when K^+^ efflux is prevented by channel blockers or by closure of the N-gate ([@bib16]; [@bib5], [@bib6]; [@bib53]; [@bib19]). In another illustration of the importance of K^+^ to C-type inactivation, Cs^+^ efflux through K channels inhibits recovery from C-type inactivation, apparently by inhibiting K^+^ entry into the filter from outside ([@bib42]). Further, Cs^+^ trapped in the inner vestibule (by hyperpolarizing to −100 mV with a high concentration of Cs^+^ inside) slows recovery from C-type inactivation, again, presumably, by preventing K^+^ from entering the selectivity filter to promote recovery.

Complete removal of K^+^ causes a transient (a few seconds) increase of Na^+^ permeability in ShB channels ([@bib53]; [@bib19]). The increase of Na^+^ permeability is followed by total loss of conduction. This nonconducting denatured or defunct state has abnormalities extending to the gating apparatus: reduced gating charge movement (Q~g~) and altered gating current (I~g~) time course ([@bib36]; [@bib30]; [@bib24]). This defunct state is not a C-type inactivated state, which can occur with high \[K^+^\]~i~ and does not alter I~g~ or Q~g~. Significantly, the ShB *T449V* and *T449Y* mutants, which do not undergo C-type inactivation ([@bib27]), become neither Na^+^ permeable nor denatured/defunct in the absence of K^+^ ([@bib24]), demonstrating the close connection of C-type inactivation and filter dilation.

Overall, it seems reasonable to test the suggestion that C-type inactivation is the result of a dilation of the selectivity filter's outermost site, sufficient to prevent K^+^ conductance. The dilation is limited to the outer site by the presence of high \[K^+^\]~i~, which keeps the inner filter sites intact. The importance of the structural integrity of the outermost site in the filter maintained in part by the inner sites could readily explain the fact that numerous mutations in the pore domain alter C-type inactivation in K~V~ channels ([@bib20]). A mutation could impair C-type inactivation directly by altering the outermost site and/or indirectly by altering the inner sites. An example of the latter indirect mechanism is provided by [@bib34], who showed that mutation of A463, which is in the inner pore helix S6 and lies near the innermost site in the filter (S4 in [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), modulates C-type inactivation by changing the affinity of site 4 to K^+^. A reduction in occupancy of K^+^ in site 4 weakens electrostatic interactions among the permeating K^+^ ions in the filter and increases the K^+^ occupancy in the outermost site, thus protecting the filter's structural integrity.

C-type inactivation and the S4 voltage sensors
==============================================

C-type inactivation is more probable after activation of the TMS4 voltage sensors and/or opening of the V-gate ([@bib16]), indicative of coupling of C-type inactivation and activation. Such coupling is also suggested by voltage-clamp fluorometry measurements using fluorophores placed near the extracellular end of TMS4 or TMS5; fluorescent changes similar to the C-type inactivation time course have been detected ([@bib26]; [@bib12]). However, the nature of the coupling process between the TMS4 voltage sensors, the V-gate, and the C-type inactivation effector remains mostly obscure.

Mutations in and near the selectivity filter
============================================

In addition to the influence of K^+^ binding on filter stability, steric stabilization from the tightly packed residues around the pore mouth is obviously important. Some of these residues in K~v~1.2-2.1 are labeled in [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, with important close contacts marked by circles. The ring of Y373/*Y445* is in close contact with W362/*W434* on one edge (3.6 Å; [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, gray closed circle) and the γ carbon of V377/*T449* on the other (3.7 Å; [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, white closed circle). D375/*D447* forms a hydrogen bond to W362/*W434* (2.8 Å; [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, open yellow circle). Five results of mutation of these residues in the ShB channel are the following:

\(1\) In general, mutation of *Y445* \\Y373 or near neighbors has a profound effect on C-type inactivation without altering I~g~ ([@bib24]). This suggests that only the filter is altered, and that S4 motion and the opening of the V-gate are unaffected.

\(2\) The mutation *Y445A*\\Y373A abolishes conduction and leaves I~g~ unaffected ([@bib24]).

\(3\) With the mutation *W434F*\\W362F, K^+^ current is visible only at the single-channel level, presumably because the channels are almost permanently in the C-type inactivated state ([@bib56]).

\(4\) *D447E*\\D375E makes C-type inactivation very fast ([@bib31]), perhaps by weakening the hydrogen bond to *W434*\\W362, thus altering the position of the latter residue, which, in turn, disturbs its near neighbor *Y445*\\Y373 (see [Figs. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). *D447N*\\D375N, which breaks the hydrogen bond, eliminates ionic currents presumably because the channels are stable in the C-type inactivated state ([@bib26]).

\(5\) Mutation at *T449* can either speed up C-type inactivation (*T449A*, *C*, *K*, *E*, *S*) or virtually abolish it (*T449Y*, *V*, *I*) ([@bib27]). It is probably significant that the Val and Iso branch at the C~β~, placing a C~γ~ in close contact with *Y445*\\Y373. We believe this contact makes unlikely the rotation of *Y445*\\Y373 as shown in the homology models below.

Technical difficulties in studying C-type inactivation
======================================================

From the forgoing, it is clear that C-type inactivation is associated with the pore mouth, and that many of the neighboring residues are in some way involved. The existing biophysical and mutational evidence is plentiful but has not yet provided a clear mechanism ([@bib20]). We believe that our hypothesis invoking dilation of the selectivity filter's outermost site provides a plausible mechanism for C-type inactivation, consistent with existing evidence in the literature. How could this hypothesis be experimentally tested? Ideally, high resolution atomic structures of a K~V~ channel determined at controlled values of V~m~ and in various ionic solutions could be assigned to the conducting and C-type inactivated states. This is, however, a formidable challenge because V~m~ is difficult or impossible to manipulate during crystallization, and a very high K^+^ concentration (e.g., 0.2 M) seems to be required in the final crystallization solution. It is unlikely that C-type inactivation could occur at such high K^+^ concentration. Finally, it is possible that important functional changes may not be detected by the currently available structural methods ([@bib14]). Useful but less definitive would be molecular dynamics simulations, but the slowness of typical C-type inactivation makes it unsuitable to this technique, which so far is limited, at best, to gating events occurring in the microsecond range, even when the events are accelerated by unphysiologically extreme voltages (e.g., from −750 to 750 mV; [@bib17]).

In view of these technical limitations, we have used homology modeling to provide insight into the possible effects of mutating some residues that affect C-type inactivation. The starting point is K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera structure analyzed by [@bib25]. This channel has a valine at position 377/*449*, and this, in combination with the high K^+^ concentration in the crystallization mix, makes the crystallized channel unlikely to be C-type inactivated even at 0 mV (see above). Consistent with this, the K~v~1.2-2.1 channel shows no evidence of any obstruction to its ability to complex and conduct K^+^. Homology models were prepared using the MODELLER algorithm ([@bib11]), which uses statistical knowledge-based potentials from known structures to predict interatomic distances, rather than relying on force field--based molecular dynamics calculations. A single "mutation," e.g., V377A, was introduced into the K~v~1.2-2.1 structure, and the resulting "mutant" was optimized with the MODELLER algorithm. The result gives only the steady state of the mutant channel, equivalent to a depolarization to 0 mV of long duration.

[Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the positions of three important residues in the wild-type channel, with an angle of view (constant throughout the figure) selected to make clear the changes caused by mutation. The outer ring of carbonyl oxygens of Y373/*Y445* surrounds a K^+^ ion and marks the filter mouth. The ShB equivalent of residue V377 is *T449*, perhaps the most studied of all residues involved in C-type inactivation. One of the γ carbons of V377/*T449* is in close contact with the lower edge of the phenyl ring of Y373/*Y445*, whereas W362/*W434* is in close contact with the other edge of the ring.

![An expanded view of the outer mouth of the selectivity filter of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera and two simulated mutations. The four outermost Y373 carbonyl oxygens outline the pore, but only one tyrosine is shown in full. (A) The conducting conformation of the filter mouth, taken from the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera. Y373 (*Y445*) has close contacts with W362 (*W434*) and V377 (*T449*). (B) A simulated mutation of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera that replaces V377 (*T449*) with V377A (*T449A*), allowing Y373 (*Y445*) to rotate and dilate the filter mouth. The mutation in effect deletes the two γ carbons of V377 (*T449*), removing a contact that locks Y373 (*Y445*) in the conducting, nondilated position. (C) Simulated mutation W362 (*W434*) of the K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera that replaces W362 (*W434*) with F362 (*F434*). Relative to W362 (*W434*), F362 (*F434*) is rotated clockwise in this view; it presses against the ring of Y373 (*Y445*), causing Y373 (*Y445*) to rotate counterclockwise, dilating the filter mouth. The angle of view is the same throughout the figure. The images were prepared using MacPyMol (version 0.99).](JGP_201210888_Fig3){#fig3}

[Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the result of a mutation in which the valine at position 377/*449* is changed to an alanine. This mutation in ShB (*T449A*) makes C-type inactivation very fast and complete in the steady state at 0 mV ([@bib27]). In the simulated mutant structure, contact between residues A377/*A449* and Y373/*Y445* is completely lost. This appears to allow Y373/*Y445* (in each subunit) to rotate ∼60° (counterclockwise in the view in [Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), dilating the filter mouth as each of the Y373/*Y445* carbonyl oxygens moves away from the pore axis by ∼1 Å. This, we believe, is the condition of the filter mouth in the C-type inactivated state. It is clear that K^+^ cannot be well complexed in the simulated mutant, and the probability of K^+^ occupancy would be decreased by a large factor. With certainty, a dehydrated K^+^ would not enter this site. One can speculate that a valine at position 377/*449* hinders C-type inactivation because one of its γ carbons locks Y373/*Y445* so that its carbonyl oxygen remains near the central axis of the pore. Consistent with this idea, the mutation *T449V* in ShB completely prevents C-type inactivation ([@bib27]).

[Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} is the simulated mutation W362F/*W434F* ([@bib40]). Again, cause and effect are hard to determine, but four points can be noted. (1) The phenyl ring of F362 is rotated clockwise by ∼15° relative to the W362 ring in [Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and the point of contact with the ring of Y373 has moved down and to the left in the figure. (2) The tyrosine ring is rotated counterclockwise in the mutant by ∼20°. This appears to be the result of the altered position of residue 362. (3) Y373/*Y445* appears to rotate approximately as a rigid body, and the carbonyl oxygen in all four subunits moves ∼1 Å away from the pore axis, destroying the ability to complex K^+^. (4) Further rotation seems to be prevented by the presence of the γ carbon of V377/*T449*. It is worth noting that in ShB, when *W434F* is combined with *T449V*, the channel is transformed from nonconducting (virtually complete C-type inactivation with *W434F* alone) to a conducting channel with fast C-type inactivation ([@bib57]). Overall, the simulated mutations support the idea that the outer selectivity filter site is dilated in the C-type inactivation state.

Cooperativity among subunits
============================

The ShB *W434F* mutation of even a single subunit strongly predisposes the whole channel to C-type inactivation ([@bib38]; [@bib56]; [@bib21]). The reason is evident from the preceding discussion. A mutation that disturbs the support structure of a single tyrosine in the filter mouth could predispose its carbonyl to recede from the pore axis. This would cause a chain reaction: mutual repulsion between the remaining tyrosine carbonyls during intervals of low K^+^ occupancy would lead to further dilation, still lower K^+^ occupancy, and full C-type inactivation. Thus, the likelihood and rate of C-type inactivation would increase with the number of subunits mutated. Cooperativity thus arises where the four subunits come together to complex a K^+^ ion.

Coupling of activation and C-type inactivation
==============================================

Experimentally, C-type inactivation is more probable after channel opening ([@bib16]) and presumably coupled to TMS4 motion. In the K~v~1.2-2.1 structure, it is possible to suggest a coupling path from the "foot," R293/*R365*, through the "knee," T380/*G452*, and along the "thigh" to V377/*T449*, and thence to the filter mouth ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In ShB experiments, all of the residues on this path have been experimentally implicated in C-type inactivation. Upon activation of the channel, R293/*R365* in TMS4 is thought to move outward (toward the reader) from its resting position, assuming the position shown in the figure, in close contact with F344/*F416* at the extracellular end of S5, and only two residues away from E346/*E418*. The mutations *E418C* and *E418Q* in ShB strongly predispose the channel to C-type inactivation ([@bib21]), probably by disturbing hydrogen bonds from *E418* to *V451* and *G452* (in K~v~1.2-2.1, which is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, E346 is hydrogen bonded to T379 and T380). Further, the double mutation *E418C*:*V451C* in ShB leads to formation of a disulfide bond that stabilizes the C-type inactivated state, whereas the double mutation *E418C*:*G452C* yields a disulfide bond that stabilizes the noninactivated state ([@bib21]). Thus it seems reasonable to suppose that TMS4 motion influences the position of *E418*/E346, *V451*/T379, and *G452*/T380.

!["Four-legged runner" model of the coupling of S4 activation and C-type inactivation. A K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera (2R9R) is viewed from the extracellular side. Consistent with the literature, a conformational wave begins with contact between F344 in TMS5 and R293 in TMS4, when the latter is driven outward by voltage. The wave spreads through the illustrated residues to the region of the pore mouth, causing, in susceptible mutants, dilation of the pore mouth and C-type inactivation. The K~v~1.2-2.1 chimera does not undergo C-type inactivation because V377 locks Y373 in position; the pore mouth here is not dilated. All of the residues presented as spheres have been shown to affect C-type inactivation. The carbon atoms of these residues are shown using different colors for clarity. TMS1--TMS4 identify the respective transmembrane segments. Prepared using MacPyMol (version 0.99).](JGP_201210888_Fig4){#fig4}

Proceeding from T379/*V451* toward the pore mouth along the thigh, all of the ShB residues, from *P450* through *D447*, are known either to change conformation upon C-type inactivation and/or to have a strong effect on the rate of C-type inactivation ([@bib23]; [@bib31]). The presumptive coupling path thus stretches from R293/*R365* in S4 to residues immediately adjacent to the filter mouth. We postulate that perturbation of these residues by a conformational change spreading from contact between R293/*R365* and F344/*F416* destabilizes the filter mouth, causing transient partial dilation and decreased K^+^ occupancy, which, if sufficiently prolonged, leads to full lasting dilation of the pore mouth and C-type inactivation.

We recognize that experimental elucidation of the coupling pathway may prove to be difficult. One possible approach has been suggested by Yifrach and colleagues ([@bib46]; [@bib4]), which focuses on revealing the nature of the transition state separating two kinetically distinguishable states. Required isolation of one transition out of the known numerous states in K~V~ channels ([@bib61]; [@bib50]) will be undoubtedly challenging. Alternatively/additionally, various computational methods could be deployed ([@bib37]).

A final note on nomenclature
============================

In the absence of a defined mechanism, the name "C-type inactivation" has been applied to K^+^ channels with zero K^+^ inside and out that have altered I~g~ and Q~g~ (see [@bib20]), and "P-type inactivation" has been applied to what had formerly been called C-type inactivation, making a right mess. As noted, we believe altered I~g~ and Q~g~ in the absence of K^+^ is a mark of defunct (denatured) channels ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, we reserve the name C-type inactivation for the state portrayed in [Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, consistent with the original nomenclature. U-type inactivation ([@bib20]) is undefined mechanistically. We believe that it may result from occupancy changes of the outermost K^+^-binding site in the selectivity filter ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, site 1) as voltage is made very positive.
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